
THE KEY TO HEALING -  "for those who just know how to give." 

 

Part 1:  The Earth does not belong to us… we still belong to the earth. 

Earth is sick from our environmental degradations, our bio-felonies. 

Our dramatic alienation from the Divine Natural Law and Order has brought about this sickness. 

Our individual pathologies directly reflect the Earth's health condition. 

We behave like carcinogens on the Earth (toxic and overpopulated), so we get cancer. 

We destroy the Earth's immune system by opposing the Divine plan and betraying our duty, and we get AIDS. 

We steal the Earth's blood from her very brain (her hidden fossil fuels), and we get Alzheimer's. 

In the process of committing collective suicide, we fall out of trust with our divinely thought-out 

immunophysiology. 

 

What Philip Savage does to reverse this is the ultimate in empathetic "healing" practice of reciprocation, in 

which he must be ready to sacrifice himself, unconditionally. 

 

Philip explains: "I must merge with them until we are completely reunified, then we have to merge together 

with the human superconscious. The human superconscious must merge with the Earth super-conscious that 

must merge in its turn with some cosmic hyperconscious until the ultimate divine dimension is eventually 

activated. Then the loop comes back the other way around. In the process, if the reciprocating sacrificial drive 

of the "healee" has been unequivocally demonstrated, cathartic processes of extreme magnitude transfer 

most of their existential responsibility upon myself. Then, and only then can they start to experience 

unconditional self-love and unconditional self-respect for the "healees" to break free forever from their bio-

existential entropy" (breakdown of their living organism). 

 

This is the Law of Reciprocity – of giving for giving, until the loop becomes a circle of giving – whereby 

everyone automatically receives, but the FOCUS is on the giving. 

 

This is the process of atonement  – of finally WAKING UP to what you have done wrong and are ready to 

CHANGE your suicidal separation from your own higher Source and its Divine Natural Order, of which each of 

us is an INTEGRAL part. 

 

There are three stages to this process of atonement  (AT ONE MENT): 

 

1. First is to ACKNOWLEDGE the facts of our "freewill" dis-connectedness in which there is no circumventing 

the consequences of our own actions. To acknowledge that we are suffering this dramatic disconnection 

because of our own doing – our own materialism, greed, self-centeredness, egocentric ways of living on this 

planet. To acknowledge means to get out of denial and take responsibility. 

. 

2. The second step is REPENTENCE which means to RETHINK. This is NOT the debilitating guilt or shame 

taught to most human children to keep them under control. To repent means to rethink what you have done 

and what you can do about changing the mess you have done to yourself (and our world). It means an 180 

degree reversal of direction. It means to Change your mind about what you're doing,  recognizing your own 

responsibility in what has gone wrong and fixing your mistakes. It is the way we vindicate the Divine for all 

evil. In other words, stop blaming God for what has befallen you. Confess, "I did it, I'm sorry and I'm not doing 

it anymore." 



 

3. Third step, without which the other two are completely meaningless, is to PROVE IT! SACRIFICE. GIVE. 

Sacrifice in this atonement process means SACRED GIFT – not spare change or free ride. It means, as Philip 

says, "to work the sacred out." Or to work it out with the Sacred Divine Source!  It means to give back to the 

Earth, our higher self, the Divine, to all Life EVERYTHING we have been stealing from her all these many 

years (and lifetimes). It means to JUMP into the sacred hoop of giving everything, which then returns to you 

(by law of reciprocity) the Divine's sacred giving on your behalf. On the path of Divine atonement there are NO 

FREE RIDES. You don't get there by TAKING, but by giving. And you cannot cheat the Divine. Your giving 

must be a fair exchange – value for value – equal unconditional reciprocity. It must be JUST. 

 

 

Part 2.THE ONLY KEY to Healing is... JUSTICE. 

Justice is the highest and most solstitial natural law in the Divine Natural Order, the law that transcends all 

others. It is the SOLE key that opens or closes all other transdimensional gateways -- those realms that Philip 

takes you through -- that key of EQUAL AND ABSOLUTE RECIPROCITY -- Lady Justice. 

 

Justice is the only key to your reconciliation with the Divine Natural Order. There is no circumventing this law, 

period. That's why nothing else works – and that means nothing else – none of the new-age egocentric band-

aids, massages, therapies, remedies, so-called "technologies" have the KEY. 

 

Justice is the law of oneness, supreme over all other levels. That oneness is a living movement of giving. 

What you give out to the Divine Natural Order shall return to you… when what you give is Just, you receive 

Justice in return. When you give injustice (separation, taking, ego worship, destruction of Life), you receive 

injustice in return. 

 

Philip asks, "How can you want to be given to, if you do not know how to give? In the world of the Divine, how 

can we think we even own anything, when everything belongs to the Creator and his Divine Natural Order. 

Even our sacrosanct concept of freewill may very well be a similar illusion, when actually the only real choice 

we may have may just be to say YES to the Divine for our life. Unconditionally. The best, if not the only, way 

to give back to the Divine Natural Order what already belongs to it is to help rescue the Divine Natural Order, 

and not to heal by natural means, but to heal nature by means of themselves. 

 

Even Gandhi says: "A spiritual aspiration without an equal spirit of sacrifice in return is the worst possible sin 

of all." 

 

Giving everything to the restoration of the Divine Natural Order begins the Geosomatic loop, the sacred 

hoop... that then returns to you ... harmony, balance, homeostasis -- the Divine Natural Order in your own 

being!... Of course! This is JUSTICE.  This is the sacred hoop alluded to by ancient aboriginal traditions. This 

is the KEY to self-healing. You do not know and cannot access this hoop because you have never given 

everything up to the Earth. Yes, you've given to yourself, your children, loved ones, favorite charities what you 

have stolen from the Earth.  But you have never given back to the Earth. Taking keeps you separated from 

the Divine hoop. Which is why we take more, separating us further. This taking reaching epidemic proportions 

without giving back – this injustice – is why we see our beautiful, raped, battered, murdered Mother Earth has 

begun to die. 



So, give something huge for the Earth. Give it up and join the sacred hoop. Give up everything you think 

you've got. Your own proportionately uncomfortable threshold. JUMP. Reverse the taking you've done for 

lifetimes. Give. Give up. And keep giving. 

 

And such a wonderful feeling it is in itself -- to just glow.  We know because we've done it! 

 

So, Give to the real solution – the only solution – the fast track -- the only track -- reestablishment of the 

Divine Natural Order. The only solution that will save her life… and ours. To survive, our Mother Earth needs 

us to change from destroyers to Defenders of Life and Justice. To do so, we need to atone – Acknowledge, 

Repent (rethink), Sacrifice (sacred gift). By doing so, we raise our own and our collective human 

consciousness… immediately. 

 

 

Part 3. Gaiatricians (Earth Angels - "Healers") are... first, SELF-Healers 

Then and only then do you get self-healing powers… You are given the sacred status of Gaiatricians – 

healers of the Earth. And you become vibrantly healthy. With unlimited joy and happiness, as Philip Savage 

says, bio-bliss-on-tap. Everything re-balances, with vitality, purpose, meaning, -- blessings and miracles show 

up everyday… as a result of YOUR OWN DOING – your giving. You are "taken care of" within the geosomatic 

hoop of giving – your right relationship within the Divine Natural Order. You get the field of faculties you can 

only glimpse or read about – fully operational and at will. You get rejuvenated, renewed youth. You get the 

only (ancient) Key to Self-Healing and can heal for Real -- spiritually, mentally, emotionally and physically. 

 

We know because we have this, can do this and can prove this. You cannot get this anywhere else or any 

other way... this quickly. The only way to heal ourselves is to heal the planet. To pay for our bio-crimes, to pay 

for the damages, to prove we're givers and then keep giving.  As Philip writes, "If you know a better way to 

give back to Life and Justice before Life and Justice get back at you with a vengeance, go for it." 

 

This is the wave of healing -- the key that Philip has and can pass to us.  A few dozen Gaiatric healers of the 

Earth who Philip trains directly and who in turn pass the key to others, and so on. Reaching critical mass just 

in time to help reverse and mitigate some of the devastating effects of the coming catastrophes -- the 

immunological reaction -- the bio-Catharsis cleansing -- that Earth has no choice but to do to save herself..... 

 

All over the planet, Gaiatricians, fully "tooled up," ready and on duty when needed (8 million within a year), in 

every major city able to take care of fireburns in minutes. Taking care of victims from oil, gas and nuclear 

explosions, terrorist attacks, suitcase bombs, volcanic activity etc..etc....  Viralogical outbreaks such as bird-

flu, plagues, epidemics, victims of biological warfare on the one hand; on the other, establishing wilderness 

windows of hope, rescuing the children, urban Biognostic Green schools and the Sapiential Bio-Institute to 

demonstrate proof and train other Gaiatricians. 

 

These Gaiatricians then qualifying for the evolutionary leap into Imago-hood, the fully awakened from larval to 

mature state, the final stage of human evolution...  of humanity's full potential. The final also being the original 

condition (completion of the loop), restored to the original state of Bio-guardians, protectors and enforcers of 

the Divine Natural Order, the re-connection and reconciliation of Man and Nature... in other words, IMAGO, 

the complete fully-evolved human being. 


